The Henry Cort Community College
RELIGIOUS STUDIES REVISION 2019
Week
beginning
18.02.19

Issues of Human Rights
Revise key words and
quotes

Learn what we mean by human
rights and Christian and Hindu
responses to prejudice

Learn Christian and
Hindu responses to
social justice (Gandhi
and Oscar Romero)

Learn Christian and Hindu
responses to the use of wealth
– why might they spend their
money in this way?

Learn personal conviction
and examples of when this
might clash with the law eg
Martin Luther King

25.02.19

Relationships
Revise key words and
quotes

Learn key elements of wedding
ceremonies and the importance
of marriage

Learn attitudes to sex
and marriage and
contraception

Learn attitudes to same sex
relationships and attitudes
to women

4.03.19

Issues of Life and Death
Revise key words and
quotes

Learn attitudes to
euthanasia and
abortion.

11.04.19

Christian beliefs
Revise key words and
quotes

Learn key elements of the
Christian, Hindu and Scientific
creation stories and attitudes to
stewardship and dominion.
Learn Christian teachings about
God and the Trinity (Make sure
you cover the incarnation and
the nature of God)

Learn attitudes to
cohabitation, divorce and
adultery – how have these
views changed in society?
Learn key elements of funeral
rites – make sure you can
explain why these rituals
might take place.
Review Christian teachings
about the afterlife

18.04.19

Christian practices
Revise key words and
quotes

Review different types of
worship and the importance of
worship

Revise the sacraments –
Eucharist and baptism. Make
sure you understand the
different ways they are
celebrated.

Make sure you understand
the importance of
evangelism, the church
community and the work of
the Council of Churches.

25.04.19

Hindu beliefs
Learn key words and
quotes

Learn about Hindu beliefs about
Brahman, the Trimurti and
Shakti

Revise reasons for
pilgrimage and the
importance of Taize and
Walsingham. Re cap the
importance of
Christmas and Easter.
Learn about Hindu
views on creation, the
universe

Revise Hindu teachings about
the purpose of life and the
afterlife.

Review Hindu beliefs –
create a mind map showing
key areas covered.

Learn Christian
teachings about
Creation of the world

ASPIRE
ACHIEVEMENT * SUPPORT * PERSEVERANCE * INDIVIDUALITY * RESPECT * EXCELLENCE

Learn key beliefs about the
afterlife.

Create a mind map showing
everything you know about
Christian beliefs – do it
without your revision notes
then add in anything you
have forgotten.

1.4.19

Hindu Practices
Learn key words and
quotes

Review Hindu worship in the
home and the Mandir.

Revise Hindu festivals
and pilgrimage – why
are they important?

Learn key facts about Hindu
charities – Vrindavan, ISKON
Food for Life and Goshallas.
Why are they important?

8.4.19

Use PLC results from PPE
to identify two weak
areas.

Create mind map/overview of
these key areas to help with
revision

Make a list of the
quotes that link to these
weakest areas - you
could use flash cards to
help you learn them

Create a list of key words
linked to these weakest areas;
make sure you can write
definitions for them all.

15.4.19

Use PLC results from PPE
to identify two more
weak areas.

Create mind map/overview of
these key areas to help with
revision

Make a list of the
quotes that link to these
weakest areas - you
could use flash cards to
help you learn them

Create a list of key words
linked to these weakest areas;
make sure you can write
definitions for them all.

22.4.19

Issues of Good and Evil
Revise key words and
quotes

Learn Christian and Hindu
attitudes to punishment
including capital punishment

Learn attitudes to
freewill – how might it
influence the life of a
believer?

Learn Christian and Hindu
responses to suffering and evil
(can God still exist if there is
suffering in the world?)

29.4.19

Re cap Relationships and
Human Rights units –
make sure you can define
all the key words and
have quotes to use in
each unit

Have a go at some practice
questions from each unit – plan
out your answers with bullet
points

Try working with a
partner and test each
other on key words and
quotes – can you
challenge each other to
explain beliefs about
key concepts?

Make a list of everything
covered in each of these units,
then add the Christian and
Hindu views about each of
these areas – try to do this
without your revision notes.

Review Hindu practices –
why are all these activities
important to Hindus? How
might they influence the life
of a believer?
Look back at the different
ways of revising we have
looked at in lessons – use
one of these ways to help
you focus on your two areas
of weakness
Look back at the different
ways of revising we have
looked at in lessons – use
one of these ways to help
you focus on your two areas
of weakness
Learn Christian and Hindu
beliefs about forgiveness –
can you explain examples of
people who showed
forgiveness?

6.4.19

Re cap Life and Death and
Good and Evil units –
make sure you can define
all the key words and
have quotes to use in
each unit.

Have a go at some practice
questions from each unit – plan
out your answers with bullet
points

13.05.19

PAPER 1 MONDAY 13TH

Use the rest of this week to
focus on Christianity and
Hinduism

20.05.19

PAPER 2 MONDAY 20TH

Try working with a
partner and test each
other on key words and
quotes – can you
challenge each other to
explain beliefs about
key concepts?
Identify weakest areas
to concentrate on –
make sure you feel
confident about key
quotes and which
concepts they link to

Make a list of everything
covered in each of these units,
then add the Christian and
Hindu views about each of
these areas – try to do this
without your revision notes.
Have a go at some practice
questions to help build you
confidence – try to answer
them with out revision notes
to help you.

